The article deals with experimental investigation of water cavitation in the convergent-divergent nozzle of rectangular cross-section. In practice, a quick and simple determination of cavitation is essential, especially if it is basic cavitation or cavitation generated additionally by the air being sucked. Air influences the formation, development and size of the cavity area in hydraulic elements. Removal or reduction of the cavity area is possible by structural changes of the element. In case of the cavitation with the suction air, it is necessary to find the source of the air and seal it. The pressure gradient, the flow, the oxygen content in the tank, and hence the air dissolved in the water, the air flow rate, the noise intensity and the vibration velocity on the nozzle wall were measured on laboratory equipment. From the selected measurements the frequency spectrum of the variation of the water flow of the cavity with cavitation without air saturation and with air saturation was compared and evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Cavitation noise and vibrations result from the formation, growth and collapse of the cavitation bubbles. In particular, bubble collapse is accompanied by high flow velocities and high fluid pressure in the area of the cavitation bubbles, as a result of which compressive forces are induced [6] , [9] . There are a large number of these bubbles in the cavitation area that interact with each other. According to literature [2] , small cavitation bubbles have a frequency of their occurrence and extinction of up to 3 MHz, whereas large pulsating bubble structures (in the developed cavitation) can have a frequency of tens of Hz. This is used to identify cavitation in hydraulic elements. Appropriate location of sensors on the machine can determine the position of the cavity [3] . It is reported in the literature [1] that the origin of cavitation is characterized by frequencies ranging from 1 kHz to 20 kHz, developed cavitation ranging from 20 Hz to 500 Hz. In the literature [4] , cavitation was detected at the frequency of 40 kHz and it was proved that at lower frequencies the peak of the frequency spectrum of cavitation noise is of very little significance. Frequency values depend on the specific equipment and operating conditions.
The intensity of cavitation noise increases from the initial cavitation to fully developed cavitation and then decreases rapidly. Thus, the maximum noise intensity appears before fully developed cavitation. In addition, the maximum cavitation wear consistency with maximum cavitation noise [1] is evident. The increase of cavitation vibration, depending on the level of cavitation, is similar to that of cavitation noise, i.e. near the fully developed cavitation vibration is the maximum.
For the evaluation of noise, the sound pressure level in [dB] [5] is introduced, which is given by the relation
where p is the sound pressure, p0 = 2·10 -5 Pa is the reference value of sound pressure. It is possible to use the acoustic intensity I [W/m 2 ], which is a vector defining the flow of acoustic energy per unit area in a direction perpendicular to this area. From this definition, its relation to the acoustic
Parallel to cavitation noise, cavitation phenomena cause device vibration. According to the literature [1] , significant vibration frequencies range from 25 Hz to 1000 Hz, while the other frequencies associated with cavitation bubble formation and disappearance are noticeable but with less amplitude.
EXPERIMENTAL AND MATHEMATICAL METHODS

Physical experiment
Cavitation measurements were performed with the water flow in the convergent-divergent nozzle of rectangular cross section (CDN), its basic dimensions are shown in Fig.1 . Cavitation was observed visually, by noise and vibration. The water flow was changed using a frequency converter from 12 Hz to 36 Hz. The measurement range was limited by the structure and parameters of the equipment material. A number of measurements were also carried out on the flow of water with added air. The Oxymax W COS61 water sensor was placed in the tank, which also sensed the temperature of the liquid. The result of the measurement was a signal directly proportional to the concentration of oxygen in the medium and the temperature of the medium. [7] The temperature of the medium did not change very much during the measurement, it was 25°C. For each engine speed (i.e. flow rate) set, all relative pressures, noise intensity (MiniSPL Noise Sensor) and vibration velocities (4507 B 004 accelerometer) were recorded during the measurement on the computer with a given sampling frequency and subsequently evaluated. The tables show average pressure values measured by commonly available gauges with a time step 0.001 s.
In Table 1 . the measured average values of hydraulic variables (p2 -pressure before CDN, p3 -pressure behind CDN, ∆p=p2-p3 -pressure drop, Qm, w -water mass flow rate, CO2 -concentration of oxygen in the tank, Qm, air, N -added air mass flow rate under normal conditions) for variant without added air and variant with added air were evaluated. Fig.3 . shows the dependence of the pressure drop on the CDN nozzle vs. the mass flow rate for both measured variants. A slower increase of the pressure drop in the lower flow area is in the non-cavitation flow. Then there is a sharp increase in the pressure gradient, which corresponds to the flow with cavitation (the flow is greater than 2.4 kg/s). Additionally, at a flow rate of up to 3.9 kg/s with cavitation and no added air, the pressure drop on CDN is higher than that in variant II with added air. At higher flow rates and developed cavitation (flow rate is greater than 3.9 kg/s) it is the opposite, i.e. the pressure drop is higher in the case of flow with the added air than in the case of flow without added air. This phenomenon was also reported during further measurements.
The images of the CDN nozzle are illustrated in Fig.4 ., image a) presents a flow condition without cavitation and without added air, b) without cavitation and with added air, c) with cavitation and without added air, and d) with cavitation and with added air.
Initial cavitation was observed by sight and determined by noise. The basic assessment is usually performed using dimensionless parameters, i. In the case of variant I without added air, the initial cavitation was detected at higher engine revolutions (speeds) than 22 Hz, i.e. with a cavitation number lower than 0.92. The value of the cavitation number decreases with the added air. For the same Reynolds number, the cavitation number is higher for the variant with no added air. With the same cavitation number, the Reynolds number in the cavitation area is higher for the variant without added air. In an area without cavitation, the previous claim is unambiguous. Fig.6 . shows the air volume fraction at pressure near the bottom of the tank (i.e. 111.6 kPa) depending on the cavitation number. For variant I, the volume fraction of the dissolved air measured in the tank is plotted. For variant II, the sum of the volume fraction of the dissolved air in the tank and the volume fraction of the added air is shown. The volume fraction of the dissolved air in the tank was almost the same for both variants. The volume fraction of the added air into the system increases with the increasing cavitation number. The loss coefficient in the cavitation-free flow area decreases with the decreasing cavitation number. In the cavitation flow area, the loss coefficient increases with the decreasing cavitation number. The lowest loss coefficient occurs in a critical cavitation number.
Marked variants in Fig.7 . are further evaluated. Variant A represents flow without cavitation, B -flow at the cavitation interface, C -flow with initial cavitation, D -flow with fully developed cavitation.
Mathematical modeling
A 3D simulation of flow for variant I (considering air released from the fluid and no added air) was conducted with a multiphase turbulent RNG k-ε model [10] , [11] , [12] , [15] . The boundary condition at the input was defined by the mass flow rate of water, vapor and possibly air, at the output as pressure outlet. Mass flow rates and pressure values for boundary conditions were determined as average values from measurements.
RESULTS
Evaluation of the frequency spectrum of the measured pressure
In Fig.8. and Fig.9 . the frequency spectra from the measured pressures at the inlet to the CDN nozzle (i.e., pressure p2, see Table 1 .) are evaluated. The frequency range is limited by the sampling frequency of the pressure. The pressure was scanned within 0.001 seconds, so the frequency is limited to 400 Hz. In variant I -for D there is a significant frequency around 87 Hz, for A, B, C this frequency is not so pronounced. Significant frequencies for B, C, and D range from 151 Hz to 172 Hz. The obtained frequencies specify the vortex structures due to the flow around the CDN nozzle and possibly cavitation.
In variant II -for all four measurements (with added air) there is a significant frequency in the range from 65 Hz to 75 Hz. Other significant frequencies are in the range from 117 Hz to 158 Hz, where it is noticeable that with increasing flow rate, this more significant frequency moves to the right. In addition, the frequencies are affected by the added air against variation I.
In the fully developed cavitation of variants I_D and II_D, more pronounced frequencies of the vortex cavitation structures are evident. Fig.10 . Acoustic intensity vs. frequency, variant I -without the added air. Fig.11 . show the frequency spectra obtained from noise measurements. When measuring noise intensity, frequencies of less than 300 Hz are not considered, as they are influenced by the laboratory environment. The frequencies determining the formation and destruction of cavitation bubbles are significant. For variants I_A, I_B, and II_A (flow without cavitation), the amplitude of the noise intensity is very small. However, for variants I_C, II_B, and II_C, significant frequencies are 2300 Hz (vapor cavitation) and 4340 Hz (air cavitation). In variant I_D, the amplitudes of the noise intensity are more pronounced, since it is a fully developed cavitation, significant frequencies are in the range from 1900 Hz to 4300 Hz. Variants II_D have significant frequencies in the range of 1300 Hz to 5500 Hz. In case of variants II with added air there are significantly lower amplitudes of the noise intensity in the cavitation area, as the added air suppresses the noise intensity. Therefore, in terms of cavitation identification, noise measurement is not the most appropriate.
Evaluation of frequency spectrum of noise intensity and vibration velocity
Variable frequency spectra of vibration velocity (Fig.12,  Fig.13.) show low frequencies (up 500 Hz) consistent with the pressure spectral analysis (see Fig.8., Fig.9 .) and high frequencies that can be obtained from the records of the noise intensity (see Fig.10., Fig.11.) . Approximately from 500 Hz, the frequency spectrum of measurements I_A, I_B, and II_A is still decreasing (the turbulence effect) compared to other measurements, and the amplitude of the vibration velocity is very low. It is clear from this trend that cavitation does not occur in these measurements. The added air promotes cavitation even at lower flow rates and, consequently, higher frequencies (over 1000 Hz) are better seen.
• Variant I -in the spectrum A, B, and C the significant frequencies ranging from 70 Hz to 90 Hz, the frequencies ranging from 163 Hz to 172 Hz and around 365 Hz are evident. For spectrum D, there are three main frequencies 115 Hz, 217 Hz, and 365 Hz. The cavitation bubble generation and extinction frequencies are in the range from 2000 Hz to 5000 Hz, while the spectrum amplitudes gradually increase with increasing flow rate.
• Variant II -all spectra have a significant peak in the range of 65 Hz -70 Hz, which characterize the vortex structures at the flow around the nozzle and all spectra have a significant peak in the range from 160 Hz to 170 Hz and also around 365 Hz. Significant frequencies for B, C, and D are around 1940 Hz and 2900 Hz, indicating the predominant vapor cavitation. For spectra B and C there is also a significant frequency around 5300 Hz, but for D this frequency is shifted to 6100 Hz. These frequencies indicate increased air cavitation. The amplitude of the spectra B, C, and D above 1000 Hz is approximately the same due to cavitation and the influence of added air.
Higher frequencies are approximately the same as those obtained from noise intensity measurements, but the amplitudes are not so pronounced.
Mathematical modeling
In Fig.14 . the tested mathematical models are evaluated and compared with the measurement. At first, the tasks (Fig.14. , yellow line) were solved by the simplest stationary, two-phase (water, vapor), non-cavitation model. The deviation between the pressure drop and the measurement for the non-cavitation area ranged from 0 to 5 %, in the cavitation area the pressure drop deviation was up to 65 %. Therefore, it was necessary to use the cavitation Schnerr Sauer non-stationary model with a time step of 10 -5 s in the area of cavitation flow due to the evaluation of the results by spectral analysis [14] , [16] , see Fig.14 ., green line. The deviation was up to 15 %. For further refinement, the model was extended to a cavitation three-phase model (water, vapor, air). In the inlet boundary condition, the mass air flow rate was defined as 0.1 % of volume fraction. The deviation between the calculation and the measurement was within 5 % (see Fig.14., red line) . The value of the undissolved air released from the liquid in the tank has been estimated. The modeling methodology for the added air variant will be the same and will be tested in the future. Fig.15 . shows the record of pressure at the CDN nozzle input obtained from the modeling for variant I_D.
Subsequently, the frequency spectrum was evaluated from this record, see Fig.16 . Significant frequencies in the box are identical to the significant frequencies gained from noise and vibration measurement. 
DISCUSSION / CONCLUSIONS
The article deals with the possibilities of detection of cavitation in hydraulic elements by means of spectral analysis determined by pressure, noise, and vibration measurement. The described methods are simple, cheap and fast. However, individual methods give results over a limited range of frequencies due to the characteristics of the gauges used. Fig.17 . shows all the frequency spectra (from measured inlet pressure, modeled input pressure, vibration velocity, and noise intensity) for variant I_D. The arrows show the previously described significant frequencies from the individual measurements. It can be clearly stated that to obtain information on the frequencies of the vortex structures with the developed cavitation in the case of flow through the nozzle, it is sufficient to measure the pressure by means of commonly used gauges. If it is necessary to obtain higher frequencies related to cavitation bubble formation and extinction, it is advisable to use noise intensity measurement. Measurement of vibration velocity gives sufficient information over the entire frequency range, but not so pronounced in amplitude. Mathematical modeling records the high frequencies associated with cavitation bubble formation and cessation, but a suitable model [10] , [13] , [14] , the network, and the time step need to be chosen appropriately. Another disadvantage of mathematical modeling is the time consuming calculation. However, with newly developed elements, mathematical modeling is necessary. The frequency spectrum obtained from the measured pressure compared to vibration velocity (liquid-plexiglass) and noise intensity (liquid-plexiglass-air transfer) shows a slight variation due to measurements in different environments.
Due to the measurement, an earlier indication of the initial cavitation in variant II_B was noted, indicating that the added air supports the formation and development of air cavitation and suppresses vapor cavitation. However, air cavitation does not have such a destructive effect on material as vapor cavitation. Vapor cavitation is more dangerous for hydraulic components.
When comparing the noise intensity for fully developed cavitation (variant D), it is clear that the added air suppresses the noise intensity amplitude and simultaneously suppresses vapor cavitation. This claim, however, is not apparent from the observation of the cavitation cloud with the naked eye.
From the thesis it follows that it will be necessary to deal with further mathematical methods for the theoretical mastering of cavitation.
